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The point spaces of the exceptional quadratic Jordan algebra %(0,, I,,), 
0 an octonion algebra, are studied. Two such spaces a1 , B’a are in the same class 
with respect to the automorphism group Aut / (respectively, the structure 
group Str /) if L@r = g& for some 4 E Aut 2 (4 E Str 8). Representatives 
for these equivalence classes are obtained. 
Let (f, u, 1) b e a unital quadratic Jordan algebra over a field @. We refer 
to [6] for the definition and basic facts concerning quadratic Jordan algebras. 
Denote by Aut 2 the automorphism group of f/Q and by Str f the structure 
group of f/@ (i.e., the group of isotopies). Recall that a point space 9’ off is a 
subspace 39 # 0 of y consisting entirely of elements of rank 1, that is, elements b 
such that the principal inner ideal 2U, = @Pb. Point spaces are inner ideals 
and as such have been studied by McCrimmon [8] (see also [12]). We say that 
two point spaces 39, %Y are in the same class under the action of Aut f if g = %‘# 
for some 4 E Aut $. This we write $ N Y, Our purpose is to characterize the 
point spaces of finite dimensional simple exceptional quadratic Jordan algebras 
up to the action of Aut f. In the preceding paper [l l] this was used to complete 
the determination of the maximal subalgebras of finite dimensional simple 
Jordan algebras begun in [lo]. 
1. THE NONSPLIT CASE 
Let $/@ be a finite dimensional simple exceptional Jordan algebra. If f is a 
division algebra then $U, = f, Vb E 2, 6 # 0, so f has no proper inner ideals. 
From now on we assume that f is not a division algebra. Therefore 
f z .z?(O, , JY), 0 an octonion algebra over the field @. Denote by n the norm 
form of 9; let t(a, b) = n(a + 6) - n(u) - n(b), a, b E 0, t(u) = t(u, 1) and 
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z = t(a)1 - a. $ is said to be split if 0 is split, that is, if 0 is not a division 
algebra. For a E 0 denote atijl the element ueij + y;‘yi8eji E S(Os , J,), where 
i # j and e,j is a matrix unit of 0, . A typical element of f = &‘(O, , 1,) has 
the form x = x3-r aiei + Ctiik) aitjrl , ori E @, a, E 0, where ei = eii and Ccijk) 
denotes the sum over cyclic permutations of (123). 
McCrimmon [7] has introduced a class $(N, #, 1) of quadratic Jordan 
algebras obtained from a cubic norm N of ,$ into @, a ‘quadratic map # of $ 
into $ and a base point 1 E f. This class contains Z(O, , J,,). Let - 
3 
Then 
x = 1 % + C %[jkl 7 
i=l (ijk) 
Y = i A + 1 biIjkl , 
i=l (ijk) 
X# = ,& tajj”k - YilYjnCai)) ei + C (Y7lYkG - W%)[jJcl . 
(ijk) 
x xy = (x+y)"-x+-y* 
= & (dk + arkfij 
- YL’Yd(% 2 bd) ei + (2, (Yih(ajbk + b++) - &. - k&l 
Denote by T the generic trace of $, then the U operator is defined by 
y7J, = T(x,y)x - x# x y. 
We will need the following identities [7,9]. 
TX x Y> = T(x) T(Y) - W,Y). 
(xUy)# = x”U,#. 
x x (x x y) = [T(x# x y) + T(x) T(x x y)]l - T(y) x# - x# x y 
- T(x#)y - T(x x y)x - T(x)x x y. 
If u E 3 is invertible then ~-1 = N(u)-1 u#. 
The u isotope of ($, N, #, 1) is ($, NtU), #cU), u-l), where 
N(“)(X) = N(U) N(x) and x#fU) = N(U) x#U,-~ . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The following facts concerning the Peirce decomposition of 3 with respect to a 
primitive idempotent e were shown in [9]: &s(e) = (X E 3 1 T(x) = 0, 
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e x x = O}; if T(x) = 0 and e x x = -x then x E zo(e). Also an element 
x E f, x =# 0 is of rank 1 if and only if x# = 0 and this implies x2 = 0 or 
x = he, e a primitive idempotent of $, X E @. Clearly being nilpotent of order 2 
or a scalar multiple of an idempotent is preserved under isomorphism. Therein 
lies the main difference between Aut 3 and Str fl as far as the problem 
considered here is concerned. 
LEMMA I. If x E 6, x2 = 0 # x then x E $b(e), the zero Peikce space of some 
primitive idempotent e. 
Proof. It was shown in the proof of Lemma 1 of [9] that there exists ay E # 
with T(x,y)=l andthate=(xXy)#-xxy=7’(y#,x)x-xxyisa 
primitive idempotent. Now e x x = T(y#, x)x x x - x x (x x y) which by 
(6) = 2T(y+, x) x@ - [7-(x” x y) + T(x) T(x x y)] 1 + T(y) x# + x# x y f 
T(x#)y + T(x x y)x + T(x)x x y = T(x x y)x = -x by (4). Since T(x) = 0, 
e X x = -x implies x E $0(e). 
Consider a one-dimensional point space a = Cpe; e can be embedded in 
a system of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents e, = e, e2 , e, and 
2 N 2(&J, , J,,) a coordinatization with respect to these idempotents [9]. The 
norm class K(er) of e, was defined to be -y;1~2n(&), where 8) = 0 - {O}. The 
Corollary to Lemma 3 of [9] states that two primitive idempotents e, e’ E fl are 
in the same orbit of Aut f if and only if K(e) = K(d). Note that if 0 is split 
n(b) = 0 and any two primitive idempotents are in the same orbit. On the other 
hand if 0 is a division octonion algebra then any point space is one dimensional 
[8, Theorem 81. 
THEOREM 1. If fl s Z’(Q , J,,), Q a division octonion aZgeZwa, then any 
point space 9 is one dimensional, all point spaces of the form Spx, x2 = 0 are in the 
same class; @e and @e’, e, e’ primitive idempotents are in the same class if and only 
ifK(e) = K(d). 
Proof. It remains only to show that if x2 = 0 = y2, x, y # 0 then 0x N By. 
If the characteristic of @ # 2, 3, it is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 
of [3]. We give here a proof which is independent of characteristic. By Lemma 1, 
x E yO(e), e a primitive idempotent. Coordinatizing with e, = e and noting that 
Z’(x) = 0, x = me2 - ae, + a[,,] . Since x# = 0 we have 
01~ = --3/&2n(a). 
But 0, is a division algebra, so x # 0 implies n(a) # 0. Hence OL # 0 and a # 0. 
Consider 01-lx = e, - e, + ccla[,,l . Recoordinatizing if necessary we may 
assume OI-rx = e2- e, + 1 t23~ . By (9) y;ryz = - 1 (for the new coordinatization). 
Therefore given any x # 0 with x2 = 0, we have x E y&e) for some primitive 
idempotent e with K(e) = n(Q) and a multiple of x has the form e2 - e, + 11~~1 . 
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Hence if y2 = 0 # y, y E $&g), g p rimitive with x(g) = n(b) and e = (g)$ for 
some $ E Aut f. Then (hy)$ = es -es+ 1 [ssl in some coordinatization of $ with 
y;lya = - 1. But a coordinatization is determined by the choice of two elements, 
say u E X2 , v E A3 , S(u) # 0, S(V) # 0, which become 1 [ia] and 1 [s31 . In that 
case S(U) = -yityr and S(w) = --$~a , [9]. Therefore it is possible to pick a 
u E $i2 so that this coordinatization of & has the same constants yi as that in 
which PX = e2 - es + Itas . Hence we may assume (hy)$ = PX and @y N Cpx. 
COROLLARY 1. If S?li , i = 1, 2, are point spaces of f = %‘(U, , J,,), 0 an 
octonion division algebra, then .!+$ = gz for some 4 E Str &. 
Proof. By the Main Lemma of [S], gi = @e, e an idempotent in $‘, an 
isotope of f. Since es’ = 0, e is primitive. Now f z &‘(@a , 1,~) (Second 
Structure Theorem [6]), and by the Albert-Jacobson theorem [4], 0’ g 0. So 
$’ z X(Ua , J,,). We may assume that the coordinatization is taken with respect 
to e,’ = e, e2’, e3’. But 6’ is isotopic ot %( 8,). Therefore given a point space &7’, 
Z&/ = @e, where e = F1 in an isotope # N Z(O,), for some $ E Str 2. So if 
g&i = @gi , g, = e,’ in an isotope $’ z ;/e(Q) and g, = Ei in an isotope 
$ E X(0,) then, letting 7 be’ an isomorphism of $’ onto # such that 
elf7 = gl , we have ~%i~,+$;~ = ga . 
Given a subspace 5? of 2 we define X(g) = {X E # / s x a C g} and 
Ys(a) = (X E 2 j x x a = 0). For future reference we note that 
4(@el) = % -t A&J = JV%). 
and if x = e2 - e, + I r2a1 with ‘y& = -1, then 
QW = @t3ll - Y;%%I I a E 01 
+ {a2e2 + 013e3 + a[23l 1 ai E CD’, a E 0, 01~ - a3 - t(a) 
2. THE SPLIT CASE 
(10) 
(11) 
= 0). 
If ui ,..., ulc are elements of a @ vector space, denote by (ui ,..., uk) the 
subspace they generate. Recall [l] that if 0 is a split octonion algebra then 
1 = x,, + ys , x,, , ys idempotents which are a hyperbolic pair with respect to n; 
(x0 3 YOY = Xc@Yo OYo%l . For any choice of a basis xi , x2 , xs of x,Uy, 
there exists a basis y1 , ya , y3 of y,,&c,, such that xi , yi are mutually orthogonal 
hyperbolic pairs. Moreover replacing one of the pairs xi , yi , 1 < i < 3, by &vi , 
X-ry, for some suitably chosen nonzero A E @ we may assume that this basis 
satisfies xixi+r = yi+2 , yiyi+i = xi.+s , 1 < i < 3, where the indices are taken 
modulo 3, xiyi = -x,, , 1 < i < 3, and all other products are obtained by 
applymg the standard involution or are consequences of the Peirce decomposition 
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of 0 with respect to x0 , y0 . Repeated use will be made of the following identities 
[I, 21. Let a, b, c E 0. 
u(6c) + b(iq = t(u, b)c = (cl+2 + (ca)b. (14 
t(ub, c) = t(a, c6) = t(b, tic). (13) 
If 0 is split then all algebras Z(o), , J,) are isomorphic to f = .8(0,). 
To determine the classes of point spaces of $ under the action of Aut $ we 
show first in a sequence of lemmas that any point space of 3 can be mapped 
onto a point space in a given list. Then we show that the spaces in the list are 
in distinct classes. 
If a E 0 with n(a) # 0, denote by s, the orthogonal transformation of (0, n) 
given by 
(x) s, = x - t(a, x) n(u)-’ a. (14) 
Let 0 be the orthogonal group of (6, n), Of the special orthogonal group 
(i.e., the subgroup of 0 generated by transformations of the form sash), 0’ the 
reduced orthogonal group (i.e., the subgroup of 0+ composed of elements of 
spinorial norm 1). 
LEMMA 2. Any totally isotropic subspuce U can be transformed by the action of 
an appropriate element of 0’ into one and only one of the following spaces: (x,,), 
(%I , x1), (x0 , x1 > 4, xc@, %I f 
Proof. If V is a totally isotropic subspace of 0 whose dimension is less than 4, 
by Witt ‘s theorem there exists an r E 0 such that 9?r is one of the first three spaces 
above. Now (x, , ya) is orthogonal to %?r. Since s, acts as the identity on <~a , ya)l 
when a E (x3 , ys), if r 6 0+ then t = rs, E 0+ and tft = Q?r for any a E (xs , ya), 
n(u) # 0. If the spinorial norm of t = /\ then t’ = tsz3+V3sZg+l-ly has spinorial 
norm 1 and Vt’ = W. Hence the lemma holds for nonmaximal t&ally isotropic 
subspaces. 
If %? is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of U then %’ = UU or Uu for some 
a E 0, a # 0, n(u) = 0 [2, Theorem 41. Two such spaces are said to be of the 
same Kind if they both have the form uU or both have the form Oa. The group 0+ 
preserves kind [2, Corollary 1 to Theorem 31. Assume first that V = a@, then, 
as seen previously, there exists a t E 0’ such that (a)t = pxs, p E ub, p # 0. 
Corollary 4 to Theorem 1 of [2] says that there exist t, , t, E 0’ such that 
(xy) t, = (x) t(y) t, VA-, y E 0. Therefore W, = (~0) t, = (a) t(U) t, = x,0. If 
% = Uu, the previous argument yields an s E 0’ such that $?s = (&V)s = you. - 
Define s^ by (x)s^ = (“>s, x E 0; s” E 0’ [2, p. 1621 and %?f =ms = y,O = 0~s . 
COROLLARY 2. Let f = Z(U,), 0 the split octonions, Aut(f/& @ei) the 
subgroup of Aut f leaving xf=, @ei elementwise jixed. If V is a totally isotropic 
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subspace of fi then %’ (*J , 
b 
i # j E { 1,2, 3) can be transformed by an appropriate 
element of Aut($/Ci_, @ei) . t zn o one and only one of (x&l, (x,, , x&l , 
c% T x17 "zh > %kil 3 %[ijl . 
Proof. Clearly Aut($& @ei) fixes yij. Jacobson has shown that 
Aut($/& Bei) acts on yii as 0’ [5, Theorem 71. He assumes char @ # 2 but 
his proof, with minor modifications, carries over to fields of arbitrary character- 
istic. The corollary then follows from the lemma. 
If b E (’ with n(b) = 1 then the map Q,: 2 -+ f defined by e,T6 = e, 
1 d i d 3, aihlvb = (dhkl , ajkil~b = V4h , ak[ijl?b = (&Jrif , where 
(ijk) is a fixed cyclic permutation of (123), 
Aut($/&, @q). Moreover from [5], 
is easily checked to be an element of 
bab = --%sb . (15) 
Also if X, y E 0 satisfy n(zc) = n(y) and n(x - y) # 0 then 
xs,-, = y. (16) 
COROLLARY 3. Let (qk) be a cyclic permutation of (123). If a = (a&l + 
(a&l is a point space of % then there exists a 4 E Aut(P/Ci=i @eJ such that 
<ah]+ = (Yo)[kil and (a&l+ = <xo)[ijl . 
Proof. GY is a point space if and only if n(aj) = n(alc) = 0 and ajalc = 0. So 
by Corollary 2, +G E Aut($/& @ e, such that (a,&& = (xO)tijl . Therefore .) 
without loss of generality we may assume that ak = x,, . In that case aiq, = 0 
implies aj E Gyyo [2], say aj = cy,, . If t(aj) = p # 0, let b = -zj - CL-iy,, . Then 
n(b) = n(-x,~ - p-‘y,,) = CL-lt(x,,e, 1) by (13) = @(ai) = 1. Let rib be as 
above. Then qb E Aut($/& @ei), &x0 = (-aj - p-lx,,) x0 = -p-lx0 E (x0) 
and by (15) and (16), bajb = --ifjs - a9 - @yO = p-lyO E (y,,), If t(aj) = 0, 
pick b, E or, such that t(bO , ys) # 0 and t(bO , cy,) # 0. Let h = t(bO , y&i and 
b = Ay,, + b, . Then n(b) = At(b, , y,,) = 1. Let vb be the element of 
Aut($/&, @ei) defined by dicjkl vb = (bdib)cjkl , djLkil vb = (bdj)Ikil and 
d&j]% = (d&h] * Then x,6 = x0(Xx, + 6s) = hx, and t(baj) = t(b, aj) = 
t(h, + b, , cm) = t(h, , CY,) f 0. S o we are back in the previous case and the 
corollary holds. 
The following lemma is a special case of Lemma 3 of [8]. However, since it 
will be used repeatedly a proof is given here. 
LEMMA 3. Let z = airi,] + aickil E X(0,), where (zjk) is a cyclic permutation 
of (123) with z# = 0 but aj # 0. If 6 E 0 with t(b, aj) = 1 then ei’ = ei + dIif , 
ei’ = ej - dciil and elc’ = eK , where d = &ii , are mutually orthogonal idem- 
potents and z E $Li in the Peirce decomposition of $ with respect to e,‘, ej’, e,‘. 
Proof. z” = 0 implies aiaj = 0, n(ai) = 0 = n(aj). Since t(b, aj) = 1, by 
Xote that if a, # 0, exchanging e, and ej and using ailj,l =: ZitP,l , one can 
prove that z E fik . In that case d == tijb where t(b, ai) = 1. 
If e is a primitive idempotent of # then it is easy to see that y&e) = 4 >< e. 
It was shown in [S, p. 4551 that if 9? is a point space of dimension <5 then there 
exists an e E 3 which is a primitive idempotent in an isotope gfzLJ of % such 
that 99 C jp’(e). As will be seen, for some g it is essential to pass to an isotope. 
However, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. If S? is a point space of j of dimension .<5 then there exists an 
element x E # of rank I such that .GY C f x x. 
Proof. Let e be such that e is a primitive idempotent of ,$c”) and 
LB C fl;“‘(e) = f X (a) e. Now x#t”) = N(u) x”U,-, = N(u) x-W~(~)++ = 
N(u)-1 x# uu + = NW(xUu)# by (8) and (5). Therefore x x cU) y = 
N(u)-r xU,, x y U, and f x t”) e = N(u)-l YlJ, x eU, = f x eCYIL . Since 
U, is invertible eU, # 0 but (eU,,)* = e#U,, = 0 since e#(“J = 0. Therefore 
93 C $ x eUtL and eU, is of rank 1. 
LEMMA 5. If ~3 is a point space of f such that L&Y C fO(e) for some primitive 
idempotent e then .% is in the class of one the following spaces: 
N (el>, klhl . 
(ii) (6) + (xo?hz~ y (x0 9 xdrl‘21 * 
(4 (e,> + (x0, x1h12~ , (x0, x1 , x2h12~ . (17) 
(iv) <eJ + <x0 , x1 , Ghz~ , %%I . 
(3 (el> + w%d , (4 + Lox,r121 . 
Proof. We may assume that e = e, . If moreover 93 contains a primitive 
idempotents g then since g E $J e we may take e, = g and coordinatize with a) 
respect to e, , e2 = 1 - e, - e, , and e, . So 9 C @e, + De, + Olrzl . Since 
.4(c) = ,$i(G + Ai2(e1), 9 = @e, + a f-7 4,,1 . Since bE2] = --n(b) eB , if 
bl,,~ E 9? then n(b) = 0 and by Corollary 2, .B is in the same class as the first 
point space of (i)-(iv) or one of the two classes of(v). 
If T(g) = 0 we claim that 6B C $,2 for a suitable choice of e, and e2 . If not then 
there is some x = mei - ae, + u[,,j EL%, 01 # 0. Let V = {b E 0 I 61,,1 E @. 
ThenifyE~wemusthavey=Xx+b~,,,,bE~,hE~.Now~”=(--01~- 
n(u)) e, = 0 and n(u) = -a2 . Therefore a # 0. Also if b[,,~ E a then n(b) = 0 
and x x borax = -t(u, b) = 0, so t(u, U) = 0. Thus V is a totally isotropic 
subspace of 0 whose dimension is less than 4. So we may choose c E (? such that 
n(c) = 0, t(c, a) = --a: and t(c, %?) == 0. Let ei’ = e, + c[r21 , e,’ = e, - cllpl . 
Then e,‘, e,’ are orthogonal idempotents, e,’ x x = (-a - t(c, u)) e, = 0, 
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e2’ x x = (a + t(c, a)) e3 = 0, ei’ x Zq121 = ft(b, c) e3 = 0. Hence 49 C $I2 
with respect to e,‘, e2’, 3 e establishing the claim. The lemma then follows from 
Corollary 2 once we show that OX,,[~~~ is in the same class as xOQIIz~ . Let e,’ = e, , 
e2’ = e, , es’ = e3 . Since @%h21 = ~d&2~1 = ydk21, where ’ denotes the 
Peirce decomposition with respect to e,‘, applying Corollary 2 again completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
For future reference we compute &5(B) and 9(a), where S? is a space in the 
above list. Note that if e, E .13 then YO(g) = 9(B) and if e, $6 A% then Y(a) = 
(4 + J%PO 
JY(e,?) = (4 + %21 + 4311 - 
3((q) + <x,hd = (4 + (x0@ + c;0xohi + ~Yd31i . 
.JY<e,> + <x0 , x1h123 ) = <el> + (x00, Y2 3 301~~1 f (Y. y xl)w . 
4(el> + (x0 , x1 , x2hd = (4 + f&P, hh + bJr3~1 
~((4 + Ghd = (el> + @w + &J[SII . 
.f((eJ + %d = (el> + @hhd . 
4dWhd = (4 + <cJ + (x0@ + @xJh~i (18) 
+ ~Yohl + Yl4231 * 
4((xo , xlh~) = (4 + (e2> + (x00, y2 T yh121 
+ (Yo > Xlhl + (Y2 ? Y3h231 * 
J%(<% 9 Xl, x2h1) = (6) + <e2> + (x00, Y3h21 
+ <YOhIl + <Yh231 * 
J%xo@h2d = (ed + (e2> + 34d%121 + Cbh311 - 
We must now consider point spaces 9 which are not contained in the zero 
Peirce space of a primitive idempotent. First we restrict ourselves to those 
point spaces which contain a primitive idempotent. 
LEMMA 6. Let 33 be a point space of $ which contains an idempotent but which 
is not contained in the zero Peirce space of any primitive idempotent. Then B is in 
the class of one of the following spaces: 
(ii) (4 + <x0 , ~dr121 + (Y&I . 
(iii> <el> t (x0 , x1 , x2h21 + Chh311 y 
<c> + (x0 , xlh + <Y. , x1h311 - 
(iv) <el> + xo%2~ + <Yoh . 
(19) 
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Proof. Let e be a primitive idempotent contained in 9’. Then we may choose 
a coordinatization with e, = e. Since 9s(ei) = @e, @ $i,s(e,) we have &9 = @ei @ 
a f-7 A&). Since @e, C 234, 93 contains some nonzero x = a,[,,~ + a,[,,1 . 
By Lemma 3 and Corollary 2 (permuting es and e, if necessary) we get 
@e, + @x N @e, + @x,,[isl C $b(ea). Therefore dim 9 > 3. 
We consider first those 9’s which contain (ei) + $~?[isl as a subspace of 
codimension 1, where V = (x0), (x,, , xi), (x, , x1 , x,), x,0. Since .$-((et) + 
Bx,,[,,J) = (ei) + Ux,[,,] , g cannot contain (ei) + O~,,[~sl properly and 0x, 
need not be considered. So @ = (er) + %nsl + (x), where x = a,[,,] + a,[r,l 
with aa # 0 since 99 q ys(e,). W e wish to show that if a3 $ %? then Lemma 3 
can be used to prove that g C $&es’) f or some primitive idempotent es’ E $s(e,). 
Assume us $ Q. We have usus = 0 = a,?? and t(u, , %‘) = 0 = rz(ua) = n(us). 
So %? + (a,) is a totally isotropic subspace of U and dim $7 + (ua) = dim V -I-- 1, 
Therefore one can choose b E 6J with t(b, V) = 0 and t(b, us) = 1. Let d = h2 
as in Lemma 3. If c E %? then d[231 x c[isl = cd[311 . But by (12) cd = c(6ii.J = 
t(c, 6) $ - b(~a) = 0. Therefore g C $a(es’). If a, E V then g = (ei) + 
qr121 t- (e!h,l * BY Corollary 3, SJ - <el> + (xoh2~ + (yoh + qi~l 
where V is a subspace of 0 which, since y,,c = 0 for any c in %?‘, must be in x,0. 
Since any basis of ~,,cOy,, can be made into part of a canonical basis by multiplying 
one of its elements by a scalar we see that a is in the same class as the first spaces 
in (i)-(iv) of the correct dimension. 
It is convenient to list 4(g) for the &Y’s in our list. In all cases X0(97) = 9(g). 
Since we have shown that any point space of dimension 2 which contains an 
idempotent is in the same class as (ei) + (x,,)[~~J , any three-dimensional point 
space containing an idempotent but not contained in the zero space of a primitive 
idempotent is in the same class as (ei) + <x,&l + (yo)[all . Therefore to 
complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that if g contains the space (i), 
(ii) or the first space of (iii) as a subspace of codimension 1 then a is of the 
desired form and also to note that the last two spaces in our list are maximal 
since 9s(.9?) = 9# for ZkJ the second space of (iii) or space (iv). Moreover since 
(el> + <x0 , x1 y xa)[izl + (yO)[all is of codimension 1 in its 9 it suffices to 
consider g = (er> + %rizl - t <Y~)[~~I + <x> where v = (x0) or (x0 , x1> and 
x = a,[,,] + a,[,,] # 0 with n(a.J = n(+J = 0 = t(yo , a,) = t(V, ua) and 
qz3 = 0 = a,%? = yea, . If a3 $- 0 use Lemma 3 as above to show that 
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(er) + Vtrsl + (x) - (er) + %?trs] with dim %’ = 1 + dim %. Hence J?Z? 
contains a subspace of codimension 1 of the type previously dealt with. Finally if 
a3 = 0, g = (el> + VW + (y. , a3h3,~ . If% = (x0) then (el> + <y. , a3)[3,1 
is of codimension 1 in 9 and is contained in $&es) and S? is in the class of the 
space (ii). If %’ = (x0, xl) then by (20), a2 E (ya , xl) and without loss of 
generality we may take aa = x1 . This completes the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 4. Let g be a point space which lies in the half space of a primitive 
idempotent but not in the zero space of any primitive idempotent. If T(g) = 0 then 
3? is in the class of one of the following: 
(9 <xoh + (Y~)[~~I . 
(ii> (x0 7 ~I~I + (yd[311 - 
(iii) 
(21) 
(x0 , x1 , GJhzl + (Yoh311 T 6% 7 %hzl + (3’0 1 XIh311 . 
(iv> <%Qhl21 + (Yoh311 * 
Once more we compute Y(9) and 9&g’) for 9 as above. 
= C (4 + G412~ + uyor311 + (YG + Qxoh331 e 
i=l 
4la,(c% 9 ~A21 + (Yoh311) 
= <el> + ~$4~21 + <y. 9 Q311 + <Yz , Y3h31 , 
4<% 9 %hnl + (Yoh311) 
= gl <ei> + Gh31 + <Y. , Q3d + 0~3~1 . 
4(<% > Xl, %hzl + ~Yo)t311) 
= (4 + ~oQb~ + (Yd13~1 + (Y3h31 , 
~(&I 3 Xl, %hzl + (Yoh311) 
= i <ei> + @b31 + <Yo)[311 + 09kd33~ . 
id 
4wl 7 XIhZl + <Ycl 7 x1h311) 
= (el> + (x0 j xlh + <Yo, x1)t3d + (Y3 1 y3h31, 
(22) 
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-$(~O%l + (Yohl) 
= <el> + x~%~I + <yoh , 
Remark. If 99 is a point space contained in j&e,) and if (a,)[,,~ + g is 
also a point space, then there is a 4 E Aut $ such that 94 is one of the spaces 
in (21) or in (17), which d o not contain a primitive idempotent and a,[,,$ E ya3 . 
Indeed in getting g to the desired form in Lemmas 5 and 6 only three types of 
transformations are used: Aut($& @eJ, interchanging e2 and e, , and 
Lemma 3 with &a1 = b&a] for some b2[a11 + b3[r21 E 9’. The first two clearly 
leave a,[,,] in $?%a nd the last maps it in 2;s since &al x a,[,,] = --t(d, al) e, = 
-t(bZi2 , a,) e, = -t(6, u,b,) el = -t(6, O)e, = 0 because a,[,,] x b2[a11 +b3[121 =O. 
Moreover e,4 = e, . 
Finally we must consider point spaces which are not contained in the half-space 
of any primitive idempotent and which do not contain a primitive idempotent. 
LEMMA 7. Let 9 be a point space off which is not contained in the half-space 
of uny primitive idempotent and which does not contain un idempotent. Then a is 
in the cluss of one of the following spaces: 
(i> <Gh21 + <yoh + <y&r231 . 
(ii) <x0 , %hl + (Yohl + <Y&l * 
(iii) <x0 , 3 , %hl + <Yohl + <Yh231 F (23) 
<x0 7 ~IhZl + (Yo T XIhl + <y3h31 * 
(iv> <x0 y ~Jw + <y. , xJr3d + <yz ,y3h . 
Proof. Assume first that dim a < 5, so by Lemma 4 g C 9 X x for some 
x E $ with x2 = 0 # X. By Lemma 5 we may assume that x = ~a[~] . Now 
f x Y3[231 = <el> + uY3h21 +Y3”[311 + <Y3)3)[231 - Since T(@=O, BC 
0y3[,,l + y30[311 + (y3)t23~ and since g is not contained in $1j2(e1), ,%? = 
<z> @ &O where z = Y3[231 + %hl + %hzl and a2 E y3& 03 E oY3 , a2u3 = 0 
and B. C 0y3[r21 + y30r3i1 . Moreover, Lemma 1 implies go # 0. Since 
<y3)tz31 x B. = 0, y3[23~ + so is a point space and by the remark above there 
exists a 4 E Aut f with er+ = e, , y3[23~# E $23 and 90+ one of the spaces in (21) 
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or (17) without idempotents. Since e,+ = e, , (~,[a,] + ~,[~a])$ E f&e,). So 
we may assume g = gr + (y) where y = &ik) aifjkl with al + 0, 9r as in 
(21) or (17) with T(9,) = 0, and y E ,a”o@r). 
If g1 = %?tr21 , V C x,/J, since ~O(xoOtlz~) has zero 23 component and a, # 0 
then dim V? < 3. Since B c $&e,), ua # 0. Choose b E 0 with t(b, a,) = 1 
and apply Lemma 3 to a,[,,] + a,[,,~ letting d = 6ifl . Since (V + (ua)) a, = 0, 
&I x (@ + <4)[,,1 = --t(% , (g + (d)) e3 = -f(h (g + (a3)b4 es = 0 
and g C 2hdel’), a contradiction. Therefore g1 # %traj . So 9’, must be a space 
of (21). Since dim3 is assumed <5, dim 9?r < 4. If &‘r = (x0 , ~~)[~a] + 
(y. , y1)[31~ then 4,(%) = gl 0 <el> + <yz p y3h51 and subtracting an 
element of gr from y if necessary, we may assume y = a,[,,] , a, E (yz , y3). 
Since yr and a, are linearly independent they can be completed to obtain a basis 
of yOOx, . So a, may be taken equal to y3 and Z8 is in the same class as the second 
space of (iii). If .B’r = %?tr21 + (y0)t3r1 , %? C ~~0, dim V < 3, subtracting a 
multiple of y0t3rl from z if necessary, we may assume that ua E xOOyO . Thus if 
u2 # 0 we may pick b E y,,c”lx,, with t(b, u2) = 1, apply Lemma 3 to a,[,,] f a,[,,] 
and since d = hiI , t(d, g + <a,>) = t(& (q + (a3))al) = 0 and y,(d) = 
y,,(6~Q = t(y,, , b) a; - b(x&) = 0. Therefore 8 C $r,a(er’), a contradiction. 
So u2 = 0. If u3 E V then a = 9?r + u,[,,l and arguing as above using the 
freedom allowed in the choice of a canonical basis of 0 we may take a, = y3 . 
If ua $%?, pick b E 0 such that t(b, ua) = 1 and t(b, %) = 0. Let d = orb, . Then 
arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3 one sees that ua[r21 + a,[,,] E f& where 
e,’ = e, - d[311 , ea’ = e2 and ea’ = e3 + d[311 . Moreover, yot3r1 x dr311 = 
--t(d, y,,) e2 = -t(s, a,~,) e2 = 0 and %?[r21 x dt3r1 = %?t,,l = 0 since (a, 6) ca = 
t(b, c3) or - (g, 5)b = 0 if ca E %?. Hence 9 C ,#&e,‘). Therefore a3 must 
be 0. 
It remains to consider 9?‘s of dimension greater that 5. In that case g contains 
a point space g1 of dimension 5. These have been classified. They are in the class 
of (21) (iv) or (23) (iii) since T(9Q = 0. Since 9a(x08tr2~ + (y,,)lxrl) = (er) + 
w%31 + <~d[3~1 , this space does not qualify; 4((xo , x1 , x3h1 + (Y~)[~~I + 
(y3h231) = &I 7 Xl T x3)r13~ + <~,,‘o)[~~l + (y3h31 ; hence this space is maximal, 
=40((% 9 XlhlZl + (Yo > Q311 + (Y3h31) = CGI 7 Gh21 + (Yo , a1311 + 
(ye , y3)[a31 , yielding (iv). Since .Y@) = B’ and since this is the only space of 
dimension 6 in our lists with T(9) = 0, this completes the proof of the lemma. 
We record YO(a) and 9(g) for a in (23). 
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(24) 
~i((XO ) ~h!l + (Yo P ~1h11 4 (Yz 3 Y3M 
- (x0, ~lhl21 + (Yo 9 &,,I + (Yz 3 Y3h * 
aGo 7 ~,)[,,I + (Yo Y ~IhIl + CYZ 3 Y3h231) 
= i (ei> + (x,Q, y2, y3h121 + COY0 P Y2, Y3h1i + (Yo@P X0 3 %?[221. 
i-1 
THEOREM 2. Let $ = #(OS), 8 a split octonion algebra. If GY is a point space 
of f then 28 is in the dass of one and only one of the spaces in (17), (19), (21), and 
(23). 
Proof. Only the uniqueness remains to be proved. We must show that given 
two spaces of the same dimension in the above lists they lie in different classes. 
Since having or not having on idempotent is preserved by Aut 3 we may 
consider each case separately. 
If Z’(g) = 0 there is only one ~33 of dimension 1, (17) (i), and one of dimen- 
sion 6, (23) (iv). For the other dimensions, the dimension of $(a) distinguishes 
between the spaces in our list as the following table demonstrates. 
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B dim g dim Y(g) 
(17) (ii) 2 13 
(21) (9 2 16 
(17) (iii) 3 10 
(21) (ii) 3 13 
(23) (4 3 18 
(17) 04 4 8 
(21) (iii), 4 12 
(21) (iii), 4 13 
(23) (ii) 4 16 
(21) (iv) 5 12 
(23) (iii), 5 16 
(23) (iii), 5 17 
If e, E SY, SY is in (17) or (19). But the G?“s in (17) are contained in &(es) and 
those in (19) are not contained in the 0 Peirce space of any primitive idempotent 
and hence are in different classes. This shows that the classes of .%‘s in our lists 
are distinct except for dim S? = 5. In that case the 9’s show that (er} + U~,,trsl 
is maximal while (ei) + x,Ul,,] is not, and that (er) + (x,, , xr)[ra] + (ya , ~r)1ar] 
is maximal while (er) + (x,, , x1 , xz)llal + (y,& is not. 
COROLLARY 5. Any point space LAY of X(0,), 0 the split octonions, can be 
transformed by an appropriate element of Str f onto one and only one of the 
following spaces : (e,) , (e,) + <4[12~, (ed + (x0, GM, (6) + (x0, x1, x2kd9 
W + W%,,I , (6) + (%[,,I , (6) + w%d + (YAM . 
Proof, By the Main Lemma of [8] we may assume that a” = .?&# contains 
a primitive idempotent e, ,$ a suitable element of Str f. McCrimmon has also 
shown in [S] that if dim g f 5 we may assume that B’ C fO(e,). Corollary 2 is 
then used to get the point spaces of dimension <5 in the above form. If 
dim g = 6 then any subspace of dimension 5 can be transformed into 
(e,) + xOUlrzl ((er) + Ox,-,[ra~ is ruled out since it is a maximal point space) and 
.% is therefore transformed into (er) + ~~01~~~ + (yO)[sll . The two five- 
dimensional spaces in our list cannot be transformed into one another since the 
second is maximal and the first is not. 
If S? is a point space of 9 we will say that a Peirce decomposition 
3 = @ Xi0 fij is compatible with a if g = @ ‘&j (a n j$). We refer to 
g n xij as the ijth Peirce space of SY. Theorem 2 can be expressed as: 
THEOREM 3. If B is a point space of f = .X(8,), 0 the split octonions, then f 
has a Peirce decomposition compatible with 98. Moreover, two point spaces .BI , ~$9~ 
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are in the same class with respect to Aut f if and only if they are in the same class 
with respect to Str 2 and there exist Peirce decompositions compatible with them 
such that the dimensions of the corresponding Peirce components of ~8~ and ~2’~ are 
equal. 
Finally note that if a is a space in (17), (21), or (23) with T(L$?) = 0 then J(B) 
is contained in either ~((x~)~~~~) or 9(( x0 9 x&w + (Yo I %)[a11 + (Y2 7 Y&31). 
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